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Cable blowing unit

Blue Dragon Jet 
Budget

BDJ BUDGET micro cable blowing machine is dedicated for last miles of FTTH network. Depending on the
quality of the laid micro duct route and cable stiffness, BDJ Budget can be used to blow cable sections up to
700m. The machine is very easy to use. BDJ BUDGET is powered by a cordless screwdriver. By using the
overload clutch of the screwdriver, the desired power of the roller drive, can be set very precisely.
Also available: BDJ Budget with openable (split) blowing head.

BDJ  Budget  accessories  set  includes  seals  and  bushings  for  every  diameter  of  micro  cable  in  machine's  range  (1.0,2.0,3.0,
4.0,5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0 mm), as well as micro ducts connectors  (5.0,7.0,10,12,14,16 mm)

**** Warranty 3 years!!!****
Technical data BDJ BUDGET

Micro cable diameter (available seals)    0,5 – 8.0 mm

Micro ducts diameter (available seals) 5 – 16 mm

Blowing range / max 700 m 

Blowing speed / max 60 m/min

Operating pressure / max 15 bar

Machines dimensions /L x W x H/ 260 x 100 x 140mm /weight approx. 2kg

Dimensions of the transport box  465 x 400 x 155mm /weight. 8kg

   

  Available accessories inside the set

 Lubricant PRELUBE 5000 (240 ml)
 Micro duct cutter
 Set of bushings and micro duct connectors
 Set of gaskets
 Set of Allen keys
 Hex key
 Spare wheels with removable rubber bands
 Air hose 

Required efficiency of the compressors

micro ducts up till 8mm-0,8m3/min
micro ducts between 8-12mm-1,0m3/min
micro ducts between 12-15mm - 1,5m3/min 
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Available models:  BDJ BUDGET

BDJ BUDGET 

BDJ BUDGET Plus

An openable (split) blowing head allows
you  to  remove  the  cable  from  the
machine without cutting the cable. 
This is  a useful function if you want to
withdraw the cable from the  micro duct
or you want to blow the cable in another
direction.

Our recommendations! 

Tripod-  handy tool to stabilize the unit and work conveniently. 

Prelube liquids – reduce friction and extend the blowing distance

Bullets for micro duct calibration (5, 7, 8mm)
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